
 

Cotton Candy Machine Instructions 
 

 

 

1. Plug machine into its own 120v circuit with a grounded receptacle. Floss head rotates at 

3450 RPM. Operator must keep hands and face clear of floss head at a reasonable distance. 

 

2. Place the machine on a study table or countertop and place the floss bowl on the motor 

assembly.  

 

3. Next place the mesh stabilizer around the edges of the bowl, overlapping the ends slightly 

to fit. Slide the metal clips over the bowl and mesh at several points of the bowl. 

 

4. Place the floss bubble on top of the floss bowl, pointing the opening on the same side as 

the machine controls, where the operator will stand. 

 

5. Fill the floss head about ½ full of sugar floss, or sugar may fly out of the head when 

machine starts. DO NOT add sugar with motor running. 

 

6. Turn on both the heat and the motor switches, and turn the heat on high until you start to 

see the floss forming. Then turn back the heat to a medium setting. After warm up, 

equipment should make a good floss at a reduced setting. Never let the machine operate 

with the heat so high it produces smoke or causes the sugar to burn. 

 

7. Take a paper cone and hold an inch or two of the pointed end. With a light flicking action, 

roll cone in the web of floss building up in the pan. 

 

8. Lift the cone up with the ring of floss attached and rotate the cone to wrap the floss. 

 

9. Do not roll floss while cone is inside the pan. This will pack the floss too tightly. 

 

10. Please clean the floss bubble and bowl of sugar floss before returning machine. Do not 

attempt to clean the machine and floss head. We will be glad to do that for you.   

 

ENJOY! 
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